
ABSTRACT

The B-Body Platform

High-Throughput Bispecific Discovery

High-throughput identification of bispecific SNIPERTM leads. Flow cytometry analysis of a 96 bispecific
matrix for binding to cells expressing both targets or either target alone. A number of B-Body™ variants
possessed strong binding to the double-positive cell line while exhibiting minimal binding to either
variant alone. Representative data for individual flow cytometry experiments demonstrating the range of
characteristics of the matrix variants. Representative gel of the bispecific proteins purified from small-
scale expression.

SNIPER 19x8 Selectively Targets Intra-tumoral Tregs

SNIPER™ 19x8 specifically recognizes intra-tumoral Tregs. In vitro studies comparing binding of
SNIPER™ 19x8 to stable cell lines expressing one or both targets demonstrated significantly enhanced
binding to stable cell lines expressing both targets. Flow cytometry confirmed the specific localization of
SNIPER™ 19x8 to intra-tumoral Tregs from patient samples.

SNIPER 19x8 Efficiently Internalizes 

•The B-Body™ platform allows for robust chain pairing and high thermo-stability
necessary to produce highly developable bi- and multi-specific antibodies

•The B-Body™ platform rapidly identified bispecific molecules with specific binding
to cells possessing markers enriched in intra-tumoral Tregs

•We have successfully created a number of molecules using the B-Body™ platform,
including TNFR agonists and CD3 redirected T-cell bispecifics demonstrating the
“plug-and-play” potential of the B-Body™

The B-Body™ platform yields high-quality bispecific antibodies. SDS-PAGE gel of variants of the B-
Body™ platform yield highly pure protein after single-step purification. Proper chain assembly was
confirmed by LC-MS. Size exclusion chromatography of accelerated stability studies of SNIPER™
19x8. The protein remained monodisperse after one week at 40 degrees in PBS.
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Antibodies for immune checkpoint blockade have revolutionized cancer therapy, however, their use is
oftentimes complicated by toxicity, particularly when used in combination. Here, we describe an
approach using bi- and multi-specific antibodies to selectively target intratumoral regulatory T-cells to
eliminate the immunosuppressive tumor micro-environment while reducing toxicity associated with
systemic Treg depletion. In-format discovery was facilitated by the B-Body™ platform, a multi-specific
antibody scaffold exploiting Fab arm domain-substitution to enable highly orthogonal heavy chain-light
chain pairing while maintaining the biophysical properties of the parent monoclonal IgGs. High
throughput screening was used to empirically identify combinations of Fab arms with low affinity to
individual surface markers while demonstrating preferential bivalent, co-engagement on intratumoral
Tregs to generate highly selective targeting. Our Tumor Treg SNIPERs™ discovered using the B-
Body™ platform are well-suited for therapeutic development and are providing novel options for the
next generation of cancer immunotherapy.

A Bispecific Approach for the 
Selective Elimination of Tumor Tregs

Domain Substitution Strategy:
• First Fab Arm 

• Wild type Fab architecture
• Compatible with all variable domain frameworks

• CH1/CL Domain Substitution
• Substituted domain derived from another human antibody 

domain
• Substitution enables highly specific LC/HC pairing
• Domain substituted fab has thermostability comparable to 

the native Fab
• Easy separation of initial by-products after Protein A

• Knob-in-Hole-like Mutation:
• Enables robust HC/HC pairing
• Mutation set is clinically validated
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CONCLUSIONS

The B-Body Platform Yields Developable Bispecific 
Antibodies

SNIPER Strategy

SNIPERTM strategy for specific cell targeting. Through the use of the B-Body™ platform, precise
targeting of distinct cell types expressing two targets can be achieved through combining arms specific to
each target with weak, monovalent binding. Combination in a bispecific can lead to high-affinity,
specific binding.

Internalization of SNIPER™ 19x8 was confirmed by flow cytometry and microscopy. Microscopy
showed clear evidence of internalization with punctate localization within the cytoplasm at low
concentrations for cells expressing both receptors. In contrast, internalization occurs less efficiently
when only a single receptor is present on the cell at concentrations ~10x higher than used for the double
positive cell line.
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